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Maternal Deprivation Increases Vulnerability to Morphine Dependence and Disturbs the Enkephalinergic System in Adulthood
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Maternal deprivation can trigger long-lasting molecular and cellular modifications in brain functions and might facilitate the appearance of pathogenic behaviors. This study focuses on the vulnerability to develop morphine dependence in adult rats that were separated from their mother and littermates for 3 h per day for 14 d after birth and examines the adaptive changes in the enkephalinergic pathways.

Introduction

The concept of interindividual vulnerability applied to psychiatric disorders implies both genetic and environmental factors. Among the latter, adverse postnatal environments were shown to increase the risk to develop depression, anxiety, and substance abuse (Holmes and Robins, 1987; Canettii et al., 1997). To understand long-term changes that may take place in humans, animal models of postnatal environment changes have been established.

Together, our results suggest that maternal deprivation in pups likely represents a risk factor for morphine dependence in adult rats.
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This study was performed to examine the long-term effects of
The study investigated oral self-administration behavior of morphine, focusing on its interaction with the opioidergic system. Chronic oral morphine self-administration and morphine place-preference conditioning were examined in adult nondeprived (ND) and deprived (D) rats. The measurement of proenkephalin (PPE) mRNAs and of the extracellular Met-enkephalin-like immunoreactivity (Met-LI) levels was performed in the striatum of ND and D rats, especially in the nucleus accumbens (N.Acc.), which is an important region involved in reinforcing processes. An additional reinforcing compound, sucrose, was shown to interact with the opioidergic system. Perinatal maternal deprivation (MD) was found to be predominantly responsible for the production of morphine dependence. Deprivation of the mother and littermates (3 h per day from the ages of 1–14 d) seemed to constitute a more severe postnatal manipulation than MS (separation of the intact litter from the dam). However, it is unclear whether the marked deprivation effects are mediated by human handling, prolonged isolation, altered maternal behavior, or some combination thereof (for review, see Pryce and Feldon, 2003).

Subjects.

Materials and Methods

Subjects: Seven series of 20 pregnant Long-Evans rats (Janvier, Le Genest St. Isle, France) on day 14 of gestation were used. The dams gave birth ~1 week after inclusion and within 12 h of each other. Litters were housed in clear plastic cages in a well-ventilated, temperature-controlled (24 ± 1°C) and humidity-controlled (50 ± 5%) environment on a 12 h light/dark cycle (lights on from 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.). Dams received rat chow and water ad libitum, and the cages and all of the shavings were changed only once per week to avoid excessive handling.

The experimental procedure and care of the animals were in accordance with local committee guidelines and the European Communities Council Directive of November 24, 1986 (86/609/EEC).

MD. The day of birth was designated day 0. On postnatal day 1, litters were cross-fostered and culled to six to seven male pups. Random redistribution of pups among dams was done to redistribute possible effects of genetic and prenatal factors and to obtain similar litter size. Two investigators collaborated in the determination of each pup’s sex, and each pup received similar handling during this procedure. The litters were each assigned to an experimental group. From day 1, mothers were removed from their home cage and put in a new cage for 3 h, the same procedure being applied at each deprivation. Neonates belonging to the MD group (D) were placed individually in temperature-controlled (30–34°C) and humidity-controlled cages divided into compartments in a room separated from their mothers. The pups’ cages contained 2 cm of fresh shavings covered with absorbing paper. Pups were isolated daily from days 1 to 14, always from 1:00 to 4:00 P.M. At the end of the deprivation period, each litter was replaced in the housing cage and the dam was transferred back to the housing cage. To reduce handling to a minimum, pups were transferred from and to their cages quickly and gently. D pups received no other handling except that required to change the bedding in their cages once per week. Rat pups not subjected to MD (ND group) remained with their mothers during this period and received no special handling other than that necessary to change the bedding in their cages once per week. From days 15 to 21, all pups remained with their mothers. On day 21 or 22, pups were weaned from their mothers and housed in groups of three or four until 2.5–3 months of age.

Place-preference paradigm. The place-preference apparatus consisted of a Plexiglas box divided into two square compartments (45 × 45 × 30 cm; width × length × height) (Valverde et al., 1997). The box was placed in a soundproof testing room with white noise to mask external noises and illuminated (25 lux) by two indirect lights. Two distinctive sensory cues differentiated the compartments: the wall and floor coloring (black or striped) and the floor texture (rough or smooth). The combinations were as follows: (1) black wall, grid floor; and (2) striped wall, smooth floor; naive rats spent approximately the same amount of time in each of the two compartments. The neutral area to access the compartments had gray walls and a gray floor and was at the same elevation as the other two compartments. The position of the rat was recorded by a video camera, and time spent in each compartment was analyzed by a program provided with the Videotrack II version 2.12 computer (Viewpoint, Lyon, France). The rat was scored as being within a compartment if the head and both forepaws were in that area.

One compartment was chosen randomly to be associated with morphine administration; the other compartment was associated with saline administration. The drug-assigned compartment could be either the more or the less preferred. Care was taken to ensure that all treatments were equally balanced between compartments. Experiments were conducted between 9:00 A.M. and 7:00 P.M.

The place-preference conditioning schedule consisted of four phases:

1. In the preconditioning phase, rats were placed in the middle of the neutral area, and the time spent in each compartment was recorded for the next 20 min. Rats showing strong unconditioned aversion (<25% of the session time) or preference (>75% of the session time) for any compartment were discarded (4 of 80). Rats were then randomized to treatment or control groups and to one of the two compartments.

2. The conditioning phase consisted of 6 consecutive days of injection. Treated rats received morphine (2 mg/kg, i.p.) on days 1, 3, and 5 and saline (1 ml/kg, i.p.) on days 2, 4, and 6. Control rats received saline every day. The rats were confined to the compartment by a matching door for the 25 min immediately after the morphine or saline injection. The same procedure was used in another experiment with morphine at the dose of 5 mg/kg (intraperitonically).

3. In the testing phase, the test was conducted exactly as in the preconditioning phase: on day 8, 24 h after the final conditioning session, the rats were given ad libitum access to each compartment for 20 min.

4. The extinction phase was conducted exactly as the testing phase (day 8) but 24 (day 9) and 48 (day 10) hours later.

A place-preference score was calculated as the difference between the postconditioning and preconditioning times spent in the compartment associated with drug. The mean ± SEM was calculated in each treated or saline group.

Morphine solution consumption. This experiment was performed to measure the consumption of morphine solution in ND and D rats using a two-bottle-choice paradigm in which one bottle contained water and the other bottle contained morphine (25 mg/L). No sucrose was added in the morphine solution. The rats were housed in a single cage, received standard diet ad libitum, and were first trained to consume water in the two-bottle-choice paradigm for 5 d to habituate the rats to the free choice. A bottle of water was then replaced by a bottle of morphine solution for 12 weeks. The bottles were reversed twice per week to control for side preference, and all drinking fluids were completely replaced each week. The consumption in milliliters was measured every 5 of 7 d. The results of morphine consumption were expressed as milligrams of morphine per kilogram for 24 h. The preference ratios were calculated as the percentage of the volume of morphine consumed (milliliters per 24 h) divided by the total fluid intake (milliliters per 24 h).

Sucrose solution consumption. This experiment was performed to measure the consumption of sucrose solution in ND and D rats using a two-bottle-choice paradigm in which one bottle contained water and the other bottle contained sucrose. The rats were housed in a single cage, received standard diet ad libitum, and were first trained to consume water in the two-bottle-choice paradigm for 7 d to habituate the rats to the free choice. A bottle of water was then replaced by a bottle of sucrose solution. The bottles were reversed twice per week to control for side preference, and all drinking fluids were completely replaced each week.

The experiment consisted of measuring continuous ad libitum access self-administration of 0.025% sucrose solution for 90 d. This concentra-
tion was chosen because a previous experiment in the laboratory showed a preference of ~70%, allowing us to reveal an increase or a decrease in sucrose consumption. In addition, 0.1, 0.25, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20% sucrose induced a high preference of 85–95% both in ND and D rats (V. Vazquez, B. Giros, and V. Dauget, unpublished results). The consumption in milliliters was measured every 5 of 7 d most of the time.

The results of sucrose consumption were expressed as a preference for sucrose. The preference ratios were calculated as the percentage of the volume of sucrose consumed (milliliters per 24 h) divided by the total fluid intake (milliliters per 24 h).

Tissue section preparation for in situ hybridization. All animals were killed under a deep anesthesia (200 mg/kg pentobarbital, i.p.). The brains were removed, quickly frozen by immersion in isopentane at ~20°C, and stored at ~80°C until sectioning. Rostrocaudal series of coronal sections (20 μm thickness) were cut in a cryostat (Leitz, Wetzlar, Germany) according to the frontal plan of the stereotaxic atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1986). For the PPE mRNA quantification, slices were cut as follows. For the structures analyzed in the anterior part of the brain, slices were cut every 200 μm from level +3.0 to +1.0 mm anterior to bregma. This procedure allowed the study of the PPE mRNA distribution in the N.Acc. and the anterior part of the dorsal striatum. For the structures analyzed in a more posterior part of the brain, slices were cut every 400 μm from −0.8 to −4.0 mm posterior to bregma. These slices allowed the analysis of the mRNA distribution in the posterior part of the striatum and the amygdala. Slices were thaw mounted on Superfrost+ Plus slides (Menzel-Glass, Braunschweig, Germany). Sections stored at ~80°C for no more than 1 week were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS (0.1 M Na2HPO4, NaH2PO4, and 0.9% NaCl, pH 7.4) at 4°C for 5 min. They were then rinsed twice with PBS; progressively dehydrated in 50, 70, and 95% 2× ethanol; and stored at 4°C in 95% ethanol diluted with sterile water.

RNA-free treated with 0.1% diethylpyrocarbonate (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) until the in situ hybridization step.

In situ hybridization procedure with oligonucleotide probes. The synthetic DNA oligonucleotide probe was used for hybridization studies. The PPE probe was a 45-mer complementary to nucleotides 147–103 of the rat PPE mRNA (Howells et al., 1984). The PPE probe was obtained from Genset (Paris, France). Using a database server (Bisance), we checked that the selected sequence only recognized the corresponding mRNAs. No homology (>72%) was found in other genes presently cloned (EMBL version 35; 119,518 sequence) in mammals.

In situ hybridization experiments were performed as described previously by Mathieu-Kia and Besson (1997). The oligonucleotide probe was labeled at the 3′ terminus with [35S]dATP (100 Ci/ml; Amersham Biosciences, Les Ulis, France) by terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase. The average specific activity of the probe was 1–2 × 10^12 dpm/μg. The radioactivity of the probe was then averaged. For each region, the radioactivity (106 cpm) was calculated per animal, and a mean of relative activity ± SEM was calculated in both hemispheres.

 Autoradiography was performed by apposing the sections to a BAS TR2025 phosphorimager screen (Fuji Ray Test; Fujifilm, Les Ulis, France) for 15 d. Relative activity [photo-stimulated luminescence (P/S; mm2)] was measured using a computer-based image analysis system (Multi Gauge; Fujifilm) after scanning the screen with a BAS 5000 phosphorimager (Fujifilm). Relative activities were quantified in both hemispheres. For each section, the local background was subtracted from the value obtained in each hemisphere. The values obtained in both hemispheres were averaged, and for each region, the relative activity (P/S; mm2) was calculated per animal, and a mean of relative activity ± SEM was calculated in ND rats. For the D rats, the relative activities were converted to the percentage of change from the average of the ND relative activity measurements.

Brain dialysis procedure. Rats were anesthetized with chloral hydrate (400 mg/kg, i.p.) and stereotaxically implanted bilaterally with 20 gauge (0.9 mm in external diameter) stainless steel cannula guides 1 mm above the N.Acc. The coordinates from the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1986) were as follows: A = +2 mm; lateral, 1.3 mm from bregma; ventral (V), −7 mm from the skull surface. The animals were used 1 week after surgery for microdialysis experiments.

The dialysis probes consisted of a 2.5-mm-long semipermeable polycrylonitrile AN69 membrane, with a molecular size cutoff of 40,000 Da and an external diameter of 0.3 mm (a generous gift from Hospal, Lyon, France), connected to a perfusion system described previously by LaDurelle et al. (1997).

The probes were inserted into the chronically implanted cannula guides and positioned so that the active membrane crossed the N.Acc. (V = −8 mm). The probes were maintained in position by a locking screw. This was done 14–15 h before the experiment, and the rats were put into individual black boxes (40 × 40 × 40 cm) with ad libitum access to food and water to habituate the animals to this new environment and to the connection system of the dialysis. The probes were not perfused...
during the 14–15 h postimplantation period. During the experiments, the microdialysis probes were connected to a microinjection pump (Pre- cinorm; Infors, Bottmingen, Switzerland) via a double-channel liquid swivel. The probes were perfused at a flow rate of 2 μL/min with dialysis buffer (120 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1.8 mM CaCl₂, 1.2 mM MgCl₂, 0.01% BSA, and 0.2 mM PBS, pH 7.4).

After 2 h of perfusion, four samples were collected for 30 min each in tubes maintained in dry ice. The samples were maintained at −20°C until the quantification of Met-LI.

RIA of Met-LI. The quantification of Met-LI levels in the dialysate samples was performed as described previously by Daugé et al. (1999). All of the reagents were diluted in phosphate buffer (10 mM disodium phosphate, 150 mM NaCl, 1 g/L BSA, and 0.1 g/L NaN₃, pH 7.2). Fifty micro- liters of the antibody dilution (75,000), 50 μL of the [125I] Met-enkephalin probe (45,000 cpm/ml), and 60 μL of the standard Met-enkephalin or biological samples were used. After 44 h of incubation at 4°C, the assay was stopped by adding 500 μL of phosphate buffer containing 40 g/L charcoal SXX extra, 4 g/L dextran T70, and 10% filtered horse serum. After centrifugation (4000 rpm, 10 min, 4°C), [125I] Met-enkephalin bound to the antibodies was measured in the supernatant by gamma spectrometry using a PerkinElmer Life Sciences (Zaventem, Belgium) counter. Under these conditions, 0.1 pg (0.17 fmol) of Met-enkephalin could be estimated quantitatively in dialysates (Cupo and Jarry, 1985). The Met-enkephalin antiserum has very low cross-reactivity with other opioid peptides (Cupo and Jarry, 1985).

Experimental procedures. One group of adult rats was used for the in situ hybridization experiments (ND, n = 5; D, n = 7) and for the dialysis experiments (ND, n = 5; D, n = 6). A second group of adult rats was used to analyze the reinforcing effects of 2 mg/kg morphine (ND, n = 20; D, n = 18), and a third group (ND, n = 19; D, n = 19) was used to analyze the reinforcing effects of 5 mg/kg morphine in the place-preference paradigm. A fourth group of adult rats was used to analyze the extinction of morphine (2 mg/kg)-induced place preference (ND, n = 14; D, n = 12), and a fifth group was used to analyze the extinction of morphine (5 mg/kg)-induced place preference (ND, n = 20; D, n = 20). A sixth group of adult rats was used for the μ-opioid receptor binding experiment (ND, n = 8; D, n = 6) and for the oral morphine self-administration study (ND, n = 9; D, n = 9). A seventh group of adult rats was used to analyze oral sucrose self-administration (ND, n = 8; D, n = 6). Each rat was used only once.

Histological analysis. After microdialysis experiments, rats were killed with an overdose of chloral hydrate and decapitated. The brains were removed and frozen in isopentane solution at −35°C. They were cut on a microtome, and the slices (30 μm) were stained with cresyl violet. The position of the probes was estimated according to the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1986). Probes were traversed >70% of the N.Acc. were considered to be placed correctly.

Drugs. Morphine HCl was purchased from Francopain (Paris, France). It was dissolved in 0.9% saline before use for the experiments of place preference. Morphine was dissolved in tap water (25 mg/L) for the experiments of morphine solution consumption. Sucrose was purchased from Sigma (St. Quentin Fallavier, France). It was dissolved in tap water for the experiment of sucrose solution consumption.

Statistical analysis. The results of behavioral and biochemical experiments are expressed as means ± SEM. The results were compared using a parametric ANOVA, followed by Fisher’s PLSD test for comparisons with the control group or the Newman–Keuls test for multiple comparisons. For each region of the in situ hybridization experiments, a mean optical density was calculated per animal, and a mean optical density ± SEM was calculated for each group of rats. For each region of the autoradiography experiment, the relative activity (PSL) was calculated per animal, and a mean of relative activity ± SEM was calculated in ND rats. For the D rats, the relative activities were converted to the percentage of change from the average of the ND relative activity measurements. All data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by Fisher’s PLSD test. Microdialysis studies and the experiments of morphine and sucrose solution consumptions were analyzed by two-way repeated-measures ANOVA (between-subject for deprivation factor and within-subject for time). If significant effects were obtained, a one-way ANOVA followed by the Newman–Keuls test was used to determine the significance at each time point. The χ² test was used to determine the significance between ND and D rats for the number of rats showing a preference for morphine bottle >50% for 2 weeks. Two-way ANOVA (deprivation and treatment) or three-way repeated-measures ANOVA (between-subject for deprivation and treatment factors and within-subject for time), followed by a one-way ANOVA and by the Newman–Keuls test, was used for place-preference experiments. All data were analyzed with Statview 5 for Macintosh. The level chosen for statistical significance was 5%.

Results

Place-preference paradigm

Untreated ND and D rats did not show spontaneous preference for one specific compartment (black compartment: ND, 456.5 ± 40.3 s; D, 433.4 ± 20.9 s; striped compartment: ND, 420.4 ± 40.1 s; D, 469.8 ± 32.1 s). Morphine (2 mg/kg, i.p.) had no effect on the time spent in the morphine-associated compartment by the ND group (F(1,18) = 0.033; p > 0.05). In contrast, D rats receiving 2 mg/kg morphine spent significantly more time than saline-treated rats in the morphine-associated compartment (F(1,16) = 4.722; p < 0.04). The effects of 5 mg/kg morphine (intraperitoneally) were significant. This dose of morphine produced a significant increase in the time spent in the morphine-associated compartment for both the ND and D rats (ND rats: F(1,15) = 4.304; p < 0.05; D rats: F(1,17) = 6.474; p < 0.02) (Table 1). This experiment showed that D rats had a higher sensitivity than ND rats to the effects of morphine in the place-preference test.

In a second series of experiment, the extinction of morphine-associated conditioned place preference was evaluated. Similar results as above were observed after 2 and 5 mg/kg morphine in ND and D rats on the day of the test (day 8). ND rats did not show morphine conditioning at days 9 and 10, whereas D rats were conditioned with 2 mg/kg morphine at day 9 (p = 0.08) and conditioned significantly with 5 mg/kg morphine at day 9 (p = 0.002) and day 10 (p = 0.02) (Fig. 1). This experiment showed a prolonged morphine conditioning in D rats.

Measurement of morphine solution consumption

There was no difference in the total fluid intake between ND and D rats during the experiment (F(1,16) = 0.96; p > 0.05) (data not shown) and no difference in water consumption between ND and D rats at the start of the experiment (ND, 31.4 ± 0.6 ml; D, 31.3 ± 1.0 ml) (F(1,16) = 0.012; p > 0.05).

The long-term course of morphine solution consumption and preference was characterized by a period of relatively stable con-

Table 1. Effects of 2 mg/kg (M2) and 5 mg/kg (M5) morphine (intraperitoneally) on the expression of the place-preference paradigm in ND and D rats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rats</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>−20.0 ± 26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>−10.7 ± 22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>64.9 ± 42.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>166.7 ± 25.7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>−18.5 ± 39.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>M5</td>
<td>115.6 ± 51.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>−28.4 ± 41.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>M5</td>
<td>167.3 ± 64.6*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*During the place-conditioning period, rats received morphine on days 1, 3, and 5 and saline on days 2, 4, and 6 immediately before confinement in the associated compartment. Rats were 2.5–3 months of age. The results are expressed as a score, calculated as the difference between the postconditioning and preconditioning times spent in the compartment associated with the drug (ANOVA; 2 mg/kg; deprivation: F(1,16) = 25.66; p < 0.001; treatment: F(1,16) = 4.37; p = 0.04; interaction: F(1,16) = 3.87; p = 0.05; 5 mg/kg; deprivation: F(1,20) = 0.04; p > 0.05; treatment: F(1,16) = 6.7; p = 0.01; interaction: F(1,16) = 1.47; p > 0.05; *p < 0.05 versus the saline group; p < 0.05 versus the ND morphine group (Newman–Keuls test).
Fentem, and time–deprivation plus treatment, 4.26.

Effects of 2 mg/kg morphine (ND, D rats. However, in contrast to ND rats, D animals progressively showed an increase in morphine solution consumption and preference in D rats, whereas the ND rats showed a stable consumption. A significant increase in morphine solution consumption (Fig. 3) and preference (data not shown) (consumption, preference, deprivation: F(1,16) = 6.37; p = 0.02; time: F(25,400) = 3.39; p < 0.001; interaction: F(25,400) = 0.76; p > 0.05; preference, deprivation: F(1,16) = 5.73; p = 0.03; time: F(25,400) = 2.49; p < 0.0001; interaction: F(25,400) = 1; p > 0.05). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 versus the ND group (Newman–Keuls test).

Means ± SEM within the three periods were calculated to smooth daily drinking variability. There were no significant effects of time in ND rats (consumption: F(2,24) = 0.45; p > 0.05; preference: F(2,24) = 1.58; p > 0.05) in contrast to D rats that showed an increase over time of the morphine solution consumption (Fig. 3) and preference (data not shown) (consumption: F(2,24) = 4.03; p = 0.03; preference: F(2,24) = 6.52; p = 0.005).

When rats were categorized according to >50% choice for the morphine bottle, ND and D rats did not show an initial morphine preference during the first phase of habituation. During the installation phase, 11% of ND rats and 56% of D rats showed a preference for morphine solution (χ² = 44.37; p < 0.0001), and 22% of ND rats and 67% of D rats showed a preference for morphine solution during the plateau phase (χ² = 40.09; p < 0.0001) (Fig. 4).

This experiment showed that D rats progressively increased morphine solution consumption to reach a preference for morphine compared with water, whereas the ND rats showed a stable behavior on morphine solution consumption without preference for morphine solution for 12 weeks.

Measurement of sucrose solution consumption

There was no difference in total fluid intake between ND and D rats during the experiment (F(1,12) = 0.83; p > 0.05) (data not shown) and no difference in water consumption between ND and D rats at the start of the experiment (ND, 27.3 ± 1.1 ml; D, 26.0 ± 1.1 ml) (F(1,12) = 0.617; p > 0.05).

The oral sucrose self-administration behavior was studied for 90 d. The sucrose concentration of 0.025% was chosen because the preference for sucrose was ~70% in ND and D rats at the start of the experiment (as expected from a preliminary study), allow-
ing us to reveal an increase or a decrease in sucrose preference. In addition, 0.1, 0.25, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20% of sucrose induced a high preference of 85–95% (Vazquez, Giros, and Daugé, unpublished results). The preference of 70% observed with 0.025% sucrose indicated that ND and D rats detected a difference between sucrose and water and that the sucrose solution was attractive. Sucrose preference decreased at ~50% in both groups from days 11 to 34 and remained ~40–50% for ND rats until the end of the experiment, indicating that this low concentration of sucrose had no reinforcing effects. In contrast, a slight but significant increase in sucrose preference from ~60–70% was observed in D rats from day 34 until the end of the experiment. A significant increase in sucrose preference was only observed in D rats compared with ND rats from days 47 to 54 and on day 90 (Fig. 5). Consequently, the long-term course of sucrose solution preference in D rats cannot be subdivided into three phases as for morphine intake. In addition, the difference between ND and D preference (140%) was too low to categorize rats as above for morphine, in which the difference reached 250%.

These experiments showed that D rats developed a slight higher preference for sucrose than ND rats.

**Effect of MD on PPE mRNA expression in the brain**

There is a decrease in PPE mRNA levels in all examined regions of the N.Acc. of D rats, but this decrease was significant only in the core (~32%; $F_{1,10} = 5.66; p = 0.03$) and core (~29%; $F_{1,10} = 5.94; p = 0.03$) regions of the N.Acc. (rostral: $F_{1,10} = 3.43; p = 0.09$), shell: $F_{1,10} = 3.86; p = 0.08$) (Fig. 6). A significant decrease was also observed in the anterior part of the caudate–putamen nucleus (~29%) of D rats compared with ND rats ($F_{1,10} = 6.10; p = 0.03$). No significant difference was observed in the posterior caudate–putamen nucleus (1%; $F_{1,10} = 0.004; p > 0.05$), in the central nucleus (~5%; $F_{1,10} = 0.12; p > 0.05$), and in the basolateral nuclear complex (~17%; $F_{1,10} = 2.36; p > 0.05$) of the amygdala (Figs. 6, 7).

**µ-Opioid receptor density in the striatum and in the mesencephalon**

The results from quantitative autoradiography of µ-opioid receptor binding showed no significant difference between ND and D rats in the caudate–putamen nucleus ($F_{1,12} = 1.41; p > 0.05$), in the core ($F_{1,12} = 0.004; p > 0.05$), in the core ($F_{1,12} = 0.479; p > 0.05$), in the shell ($F_{1,12} = 0.001; p > 0.05$) of the N.Acc., in the SN ($F_{1,12} = 1.54; p > 0.05$), and in the VTA ($F_{1,12} = 0.05; p > 0.05$). In the caudate–putamen nucleus, the typical patches of high labeling density observed with [³H]-DAGO did not differ between ND and D rats ($F_{1,12} = 0.034; p > 0.05$) (Table 2, Fig. 8).

**Effects of MD on the extracellular levels of Met-LI in the N.Acc.**

Microdialysis experiments performed in freely moving rats showed that the basal extracellular levels of Met-LI in ND animals were quite similar to those obtained in a previous study using Wistar rats (Daugé et al., 1999). In contrast, the basal extracellular levels of Met-LI in the N.Acc. of D rats were significantly decreased compared with ND rats (Fig. 9).

**Discussion**

These data show that MD leads to a hypersensitivity to the reinforcing effects of morphine, to the development of morphine and...
sucrose dependence, and to a hypoactivity of the enkephalinergic system in adult rats.

The rewarding and reinforcing effects of drugs can be studied in the place-preference paradigm. The conditioning effects of morphine as well as extinction of this behavior were analyzed in ND and D rats. The extinction of drug-associated conditioned cues is presumed to be primarily responsible for craving and relapse in drug-free former addicts (for review, see Tzschentke, 1995). In contrast, the proportion of D rats reaching the criteria of 50% choice for the morphine bottle for at least 2 weeks (i.e., 11% of ND rats and 56% of D rats at the installation phase and 22% of ND rats and 67% of D rats at the plateau phase). Interestingly, this proportion of ND rats reaching the criteria of 50% of morphine preference is highly similar to the percentage of rats (17%) that show a high score for addiction-like criteria in a recent study (Deroche-Gamonet et al., 2004). In contrast, the proportion of D rats reaching >50% choice for morphine rose to 65%. This indicates that MD constitutes a risk factor that might be able to accelerate, facilitate, or even induce an addiction. However, it remains to be clarified whether D rats present a loss of control and of reversibility, which are two major features of addiction according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth revision (2000).

The hypersensitivity to morphine shown in the place-preference paradigm and the development of morphine dependence in D rats could be the consequence of a dysfunction of the enkephalinergic system.

We tested this hypothesis by studying...
the state of this endogenous neurotransmission at the transcriptional (PPE mRNA), translational (μ-opiate receptor binding), and functional (Met-enkephalin, microdialysis) levels. A decrease in PPE mRNA levels in the N.Acc. and in the anterior part of the caudate–putamen nucleus was observed in D rats compared with ND rats. In the N.Acc. a similar decrease in PPE mRNA levels was observed in the four main subregions (rostral pole, core, cone, shell) of D rats compared with ND rats with a significant decrease in the cone and core of the nucleus. In contrast, no modification of PPE mRNAs levels was found in the posterior caudate–putamen nucleus and in the amygdala, indicating that MD produced a regional dysfunction of the enkephalinergic system as suggested previously (Daugé, 2002).

The decrease in PPE mRNA levels in the striatum of D rats could be a direct or indirect consequence of MD. Indeed, a decrease in PPE mRNAs as a consequence of an increase in the activity of dopaminergic systems was reported in mice lacking the dopamine (DA) transporter (Giros et al., 1996) or after chronic treatments with D2 receptor agonists (Caboche et al., 1991; Gerfen et al., 1991). Moreover, hypersensitivity to psychostimulant effects on locomotor activity and on the acquisition of cocaine self-administration was reported after MS (Kosten et al., 2000; Meaney et al., 2002) and MD (Pryce et al., 2001). However, the opposite was also found after MS (for review, see Matthews and Robbins, 2003). In addition, morphine induced conditioned place preference via DA-independent or DA-dependent mechanisms in the N.Acc. (Shippenberg et al., 1993; Sellings and Clarke, 2003). Additional studies are now in progress in the laboratory to elucidate this hypothesis. This study also shows a decrease in the basal extracellular levels of Met-LI in the N.Acc. of D rats. This is in contrast to the lack of changes of opioid peptide levels in the striatum of separated rats published recently (Ploj et al., 2003b). However, the discrepancies could be explained by the differences in the methodology used (the protocol of separation, the peptides measured, cerebral regions vs subregions studied, global vs extracellular levels of peptide measured). In addition, the same relationship between a decrease in PPE mRNAs, in opioid peptides, and the development of morphine dependence was described in Lewis rats (Nylander et al., 1995; Martin et al., 1999).

The hypersensitivity of D rats to morphine could be the consequence of the hypoactivity of the enkephalinergic system and thus hypersensitivity of μ-opioid receptors. The autoradiography of μ-opioid receptor binding showed no difference in the caudate–putamen nucleus, the N.Acc., the SN, and the VTA between ND and D rats. In the same manner, no changes of opioid receptor densities were observed in the striatum and the mesencephalon of enkephalin knock-out mice (Brady et al., 1999), or after MS (Ploj et al., 2003a). These negative results do not refute the hypothesis but indicate that changes in the μ-opioid receptor transduction pathway (coupling to Gi-protein, ability of adenylyl cyclase to inhibit the cAMP pathway), which are not detected in autoradiography, could occur.

This study shows that MD affects the behavior and the activity of the enkephalinergic system of the pups subsequently, when adults. D rats were hypersensitive to the reinforcing effects of morphine and developed morphine dependence consistently with a basal hypoactivity of the enkephalinergic system. The opioidergic system plays a fundamental role in brain reinforcement processes, and several addictive compounds were shown to interact with it. Indeed, strong relationships between sucrose and the opioidergic system were demonstrated. Endogenous opioids, especially in the N.Acc., are implicated in the ingestion of palatable solutions and play a major role in the hedonic evaluation of food and fluid. High saccharin preference is correlated with a higher intake of intravenous morphine (for review, see Kelley et al., 2002). We speculated that as for morphine, D rats could be more sensitive to sucrose than ND rats. When rats had access to a low concentration of sucrose for a long period (90 d), D rats progressively developed a slight but significant sucrose preference from...
50 to 70%, indicating that D rats were more sensitive to the reinforcing effect of sucrose than ND rats. However, the strong increase in morphine chronic intake clearly showed a specificity for opiate vulnerability, to an extent that is not reached for sucrose consumption.

Together, these results suggest that MD in pups likely represents a risk factor for morphine responsiveness and dependence for morphine in adult rats. This model of vulnerability to addictive compounds could be helpful to understand the neuronal dysfunctions that occur in addiction and to develop new potential therapeutic and preventive approaches aiming at decreasing this vulnerability after the postnatal period.
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